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A person working in theaters, films, story telling medium etc. are all referred as actor as they are
related to Acting. Acting is basically related with suppression and augmentation of their personality
for revealing the action and motivations of the character for particular moment in time. For acting a
person should be an all rounder or best in each and every field like good acting quality, a perfect
dancer, should have a good physic, as well as good vocal projection, clarity of speech, emotional
availability etc. This is such a theme that every human being possesses the ability of being an actor
within themselves. The actors working in films, television or theater are not always professional
trained. But on other side it may also happen any one actor among them is well trained.

Previously acting in films, television, theater etc. possessed but not in a very advanced way. Neither
there were presence of much of actors nor there were much of facilities presents for the actors. But
now in recent generation as world has developed and growing advance day by day the popularity of
acting is also growing. In earlier times acting was not so popular among the peoples worldwide. This
is due to lack of proper acting institutions, best directors, elderâ€™s interest etc. But now in todayâ€™s world
i.e. in 21st century acting has become very popular all over the world. Now people take up acting as
there professions, passion, dream, hobbies etc. as there are lot of opportunities in this field.
Thousands of reality shows, acting contest, acting competition, talent contests and many more are
organized through out the world so that the hidden talent of every individual comes out.

Peoples who takes up acting as there profession usually contacted to be employed but before
entering in this field every one have to audition according to there chosen field under acting.
Professional actor supplement there income in Dance Teaching, Acting Coach, and in many
different fields related to acting. In UK many acting are related to unions like screen actor guide,
actorâ€™s equity association, which helps to determine the minimum salaries and working condition of
the members.. Due to all this reasons the value of acting raises through out the world.
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